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Project or Program Contact Information

Project/Program Name Riverfront West

Project/Program Contact Kelly Lynch

Project/Program Contact Email lynch@fwrhs.org

Project/Program Contact Phone (260) 466-2766

Relationship to Project/Program Executive Director

Project or Program Location

Address 1400 Burgess Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46808

County Allen

Project or Program Details

What type of project/program? Capital

What is the duration of the
project/program?

3 years

Is this a hybrid project and program? No

Select project/program focus areas.
(You can select multiple)

Downtown Vibrancy
Entrepreneurship & Innovation



Share a description of the
project/program.

Authentic to the region's character and powered by years of community
support, Riverfront West is a groundbreaking initiative that will provide a
wide array of economic, cultural, and social benefits to the residents of Fort
Wayne and Northeast Indiana.

The primary focus will be developing approximately 11 acres of vacant land
between the western edge of riverfront development and Historic West
Main Street in the Nebraska Neighborhood. 

This effort will bridge those two unconnected areas of interest and
redevelop the core of the neighborhood, reduce the area's overall
obscurity, encourage the renewal of blighted properties, draw on the area's
cultural and industrial heritage, and establish a vibrant and vital regional
destination in the heart of the neighborhood and on the western edge of
downtown.

The Railyard (originally known as Headwaters Junction) was previously
included in the 2015 Riverfront Conceptual Plan and the 2015 Road to One
Million plan. Project leaders and the City of Fort Wayne finally agreed on a
site location for this project in February of 2020.

The goals of Riverfront West are: 

• Build The Railyard, a proposed regional railroad tourist attraction, at
Osage &  Burgress Street, once the site of the Nickel Plate Railroad yard.
The Railyard will showcase the region's transportation history, cultural
assets, and amenities, and activate the neighborhood and surrounding
area with programming and events year-round with a mixed-use park,
facility, and interpretive center. GPS address would be at approximately
1400 Burgess Street, Fort Wayne, IN 46808. 

• Facilitate trail, rail, and pedestrian activity between Saint Francis, West
Main Street, the Riverfront, and Rivergreenway, enabling connectivity to
Phase III of Riverfront Development and the future Riverfront District at
Sherman Boulevard?.

• Acquire, develop and operate up to four miles of railroad infrastructure
connected to the site at Osage & Burgress Street, supporting the
operations of The Railyard and expand the connectivity of the
neighborhood to enable future access to the western edge of Franke Park
and the Fort Wayne Children's Zoo

• Rehabilitate and improve gateways and intersections at Osage & West
Main Street and Burgress Street & Sherman Boulevard

• Motivate the acquisition and redevelopment of blighted or vacant property
in the immediate area, specifically between Polk Street, Sherman
Boulevard, West Main Street, and Leesburg Road, including over 40 acres
of additional vacant, unused railroad property



• Invite and support private business investment in Historic West Main
Street and the immediate area



Why is this project/program regionally
significant? 

The beating heart of the Riverfront West concept is The Railyard concept.

Envisioned as a year-round destination for recreation, entertainment, and
education The Railyard was one of the top three ideas voted for in Legacy
Fort Wayne by area residents in 2011; endorsed by the Mayor's Legacy
Champion Team for Riverfront Development in 2012, credited for renewing
interest in riverfront development shortly thereafter, later included in the
2015 Riverfront Conceptual plan, and described by the plan's author as a
"catalyst" for riverfront development.

In 2016, the Journal Gazette summed up the community's feelings
succinctly: "Northeast Indiana might finally have an attraction as iconic as
San Antonio's River Walk and as family-friendly as a water park. Best of all,
it could have an attraction unique to the region and true to northeast
Indiana's rich history."

For over a decade, this concept has been looking for a place to call home.
Thanks to an agreement with the City of Fort Wayne, all efforts are now
focused on acquiring a site in the Nebraska Neighborhood so that the
project can finally make good on years of community excitement and
support. There are donors, sponsors, and supporters waiting patiently in
the wings - we just need help to make the first giant leap.

You've probably asked yourself, what's the deal with trains?

Northeast Indiana has a rich and industrious railroad legacy - one that
continues to shape the development of its cities, towns, and
neighborhoods. Nowhere is this more true than in Fort Wayne, where the
railroad influenced community development in countless ways. The
Nebraska Neighborhood itself was home to several railroad lines
throughout its history and housed a massive urban railyard replete with
locomotive and car shop facilities, employing hundreds.?

But the region's railroad history has not all vanished. It is preserved in
larger-than-life, operating tourist attractions that attract visitors from all 50
states, and half a dozen countries. These world-famous icons will finally
have a permanent, high-profile home - and bring thousands of visitors with
them to discover downtown Fort Wayne and West Main Street. This isn't
really about trains at all - it's about creating exciting, dynamic, sensory
experiences for everyone.

More-to-the-point, Northeast Indiana has been missing out for 50 years.
The million-dollar economic impact from the operation of the city's historic
trains benefits countless communities where venues exist for them to
operate. In much of the same way that we relocated a baseball field to
invite the masses downtown, housing these attractions in the Nebraska
Neighborhood will accomplish the very same. One need not be a baseball
or train fan to understand that.



How does this project/program relate to
the identified focus area(s)?

The railroads and their iron horses championed a time and place that
represented shared purpose, common destinations, and a sense of
community and connectivity. The Railyard's annual programming and
events will boost tourism, encourage economic development, and heighten
the quality of life and increase the vibrancy of downtown life. 

A perfect case study for this is the Fort Wayne Santa Train, which operates
every year on the outskirts of Allen County. These train rides with Santa
historically sell out in hours and invite thousands of visitors to ride a train in
an industrial park. With limited space, facilities, and trackage, the Santa
Train's ability to host more visitors from the tri-state region is hampered, as
is its capacity. With an expanded ride, more passenger cars and a longer
trip, those 6,000 visitors in three weekends could easily trip would easily
translate to 18,000 riders. What would 18,000 additional visitors to
Downtown Fort Wayne mean, especially in the winter months?

Another consideration is the ability of this project to not only offer themed
train rides, dynamic programming, functional connectivity to area
attractions, or even encourage additional industrial and freight rail
development, but its STEM and Educational Programs are viewed as some
of the best opportunities for tradespeople and students to learn first hand
the mechanical skills associated with railroad operations, including
woodworking, welding, fabrication, pipe fitting, mechanical engineering and
design, among others.

Field trips, educational collaborations, clinics, and training programs will
make these skills applicable for visitors of any age. Hands-on internship
and apprenticeship programs will translate readily to a number of industries
and job opportunities. 

Imagine listening to the Philharmonic in an outdoor concert within the
Railyard Park; boarding a train to the Zoo, visiting an expanded West Main
Street Farmers Market, Hot Chocolate Festival, or riding aboard a wine and
beer train - all within walking distance of Downtown Fort Wayne, the
Riverfront District, and Historic West Main Street.

As a related side-note, Kelly Lynch, the author of this proposal and
executive director of the effort, graduated from one such rail-centric STEM
and trade program and in 2002. In 2008, Lynch decided to stay in
Northeast Indiana and invest his time and talent to not only help tell the
community's story as a film, video, and marketing professional but to
develop the Railyard proposal. For his efforts, Kelly Lynch was heralded as
a Creative Entrepreneur by Arts United and a Community Connector by
Leadership Fort Wayne in 2011 and named a Forty Leader Under 40 in
2013. The Railyard has itself been a program of non-profit
entrepreneurship - and proof that young people can return to their
hometown and play a meaningful role in its future.



What is the project/program timeline? As of June 2021, the project's timeline is as follows:
Q4 2021 - Sign a purchase agreement for the Osage and Burgess site with
Norfolk Southern, the site's owner and a project partner
Q1 2022 - Acquire the site, finalize a neighborhood improvement plan, and
begin construction
Q4 2022 - Begin acquisition of nearby industrial railroad spur and adjacent
vacant railroad land and connection to West Franke Park
2023 - Complete construction of The Railyard
2024 - Extend rail connection of The Railyard to Riverfront
2025 - Complete connection to West Franke Park and Fort Wayne
Children's Zoo

List the partners involved in this
project/program.

• City of Fort Wayne 
• Nebraska Neighborhood Association 
• Northeast Indiana Regional Partnership
• Greater Fort Wayne
• Riverfront Fort Wayne 
• Visit Fort Wayne
• Road to One Million Plan (2015)
• Riverfront Conceptual Plan (2015)
• Fort Wayne Community Foundation
• Fort Wayne Railroad Historical Society
• Hoosier Heartland Trolley Company
• Three Rivers Railroad Heritage Council
• Steel Dynamics 
• Hagerman Construction 
• Design Collaborative 
• Schust Foundation
• Riverfront Development Champion Team
• Legacy Fort Wayne
• Wells Street Historic Corridor
• Fort Wayne Trails
• Friends of the Rivers
• SWA Group
• The Journal Gazette
• Journal Gazette Foundation
• Friends of the Parks
• Bloomingdale Neighborhood Association
• Northside Neighborhood Association
• Northwest Area Partnership
• Pine Hill Country Day School
• Fort Wayne Outfitters and Bike Depot
• One Lucky Guitar
• Ferguson Advertising
• Railway Heritage Initiative
• Norfolk Southern 
• West Plains Mining 
• National Rail Consulting Group 



Project or Program Finances

What is the total amount of READI
program funds requested?

5,000,000

Upload a file with project/program
finances.

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10987657274

What is the sustainability of the
project/program? Share your 3-year
plan.

As envisioned - and leveraging its proximity to other established site-seeing
destinations -  The Railyard is projected to pull anywhere between 125,000
to 146,000 visitors annually, making it among the most sought-after cultural
and tourism sites in a city abound with family activities. 

The bottom line of this preliminary economic impact projection based on
RIMS II EDA analysis standards is for the total dollar impact of the
Headwaters Junction project - based on attendance - of between $63.5 and
$65.8 million, and job impacts of between 1,855 and 1,939, including
construction efforts. 

Upon completing construction of the attraction, The Railyard will be able to
host a variety of ongoing programs, events, and uses - from consistently
scheduled short train rides (20-30 minutes), holiday-themed or
community-oriented events, public and private uses (such as weddings,
conventions, meetings). Upon acquisition of a nearby railroad line, the trip
duration and programs will increase in duration and capacity. 

While a longer-term vision, it is important to highlight that while The
Railyard will on its own act as a destination attraction, the acquisition of this
spur greatly expands the operation with a diverse set of special and
positive attributes unique to tourist railroading. 

Known as a "short-line" terminal switching railroad company, the railroad
operations will continue to serve existing businesses located on this line
and encourage additional economic development opportunities in and near
the industrial park at Coliseum Boulevard. 

Plainly, this economic engine has wheels. Dozens of them.

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10987657274


Describe the return on investment for
this project/program.

The ROI from the Riverfront West plan and The Railyard project would be
significant and long-lasting. For starters, a marketing and feasibility study
estimated that the project could attract between 120,000-140,000 visitors to
Fort Wayne, cost 15 million dollars, and have an economic impact of over
60 million dollars, with job impacts between over 1,000, including
construction efforts.

It would enhance the quality of life at a neighborhood level, serve as a
regional draw; attract a diverse population from around the region and the
world; promote pedestrian activity and programs into the evening and on
holidays and weekends, and throughout the calendar year, support existing
development on West Main Street, catalyzes further development in the
immediate Riverfront area, and create the conditions for a new cultural
district on downtown's west side. 

Additionally, it would be the starter pistol to a project that has amassed
everything but a physical address. It would consolidate the successful
events and programs of local, successful railroad tourism assets in and
around the city center; attract, serve, delight, educate, and entertain
thousands of visitors and residents; it would demonstrate that "big, bold,
and transformational" is achievable.

I'm READI, are you? 

Project or Program Assets

Share an image of the project/program.
(Option 1)

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10987657277

Share an image of the project/program.
(Option 2)

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10987657278

Share an image of the project/program.
(Option 3)

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10987657279

If you would like to share more images
or assets, please share a link to the
material here.

3D Rendering of Railyard:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2BORfC7hNAF and full PDF of READI
Booklet:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SiGPoMCvtEv2jvJwJzM-r2VPRCFObmwv/v
iew?usp=sharing

https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10987657277
https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10987657278
https://www.formstack.com/admin/download/file/10987657279


♦ A REVITALIZATION PLAN FOR THE NEBRASKA 
NEIGHBORHOOD, RIVERFRONT DISTRICT, AND HISTORIC 

WEST MAIN STREET IN FORT WAYNE, INDIANA ♦

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION HISTORY MAKING 
THE CASE

FEASIBILITY
OVERVIEW LOCATION CAPITAL 

BUDGET
OPERATING 

BUDGET GOVERNANCE ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS

RIVERFRONT WEST



“ We believe it will become a 
vibrant regional destination 
that celebrates our rich heritage 
and become an important 
economic driver for our City.” 
        - City of Fort Wayne



INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION



ALL TRACKS LEAD TO DOWNTOWN
What if you could combine the popularity of the Fort Wayne Children's 
Zoo, the historical significance of the Embassy Theatre, and the 
energy of Parkview Field all within a historic neighborhood that's 
prime for renewal? You'd have what we call Riverfront West, 
a groundbreaking initiative that will provide an exciting array of 
economic, cultural, and social benefits to the residents of Fort Wayne 
and Northeast Indiana. With the City of Fort Wayne's support for 
a location, the project previously known as Headwaters Junction 
has evolved to embrace a new opportunity west of the river.  

The primary focus of Riverfront West will be developing 11 acres 
of vacant railroad property between the western edge of riverfront 
development and Historic West Main Street into a vibrant and 
vital mixed-use regional destination – but it doesn't stop there. 
Development of this area will encourage the renewal of nearby 
underdeveloped properties and vacant lots, improve gateways, inspire 
placemaking, and create the largest attraction along our riverbanks.

In 2008, the City of Fort Wayne finalized a Community Development 
Area Plan for the Nebraska Neighborhood. As a result, the West Main 
Street business district was established and an Economic Development 
Target Area designation was instated to encourage reinvestment 
through capital projects to improve or expand businesses. Since 
then, the Main Street Farmers Market and numerous restaurants, 
bars, music venues, and other new businesses have opened, with 
existing businesses undergoing remodeling or expansion. 

The 2008 plan identified that vacant railroad land in the neighborhood 
could be re-used if rights to the land were obtained and would 
empower the neighborhood's vision to “blend its history with renewed 
economic development along the West Main Street corridor.” 

Riverfront West is the opportunity to accomplish this vision.

The potential of this home-grown development plan has been 
celebrated in Northeast Indiana for over a decade, earning the 
backing of regional residents, business owners, community 
officials, and dozens of civic organizations. It is championed by 
its stakeholders in the Nebraska Neighborhood Association, 
Historic West Main Street, the City of Fort Wayne, Fort Wayne 
Railroad Historical Society, Inc, and Headwaters Junction, Inc. 

In short, Riverfront West has authentic, one-of-a-kind, catalytic 
potential  – but it needs your championship to become a reality. 
We're excited to share this vision with you and explore what READI 
funding will do to jump-start the effort. Are you ready, READI?

Sincerely,

Kelly Lynch
CEO, Riverfront West, LLC
Executive Director, The Railyard / Headwaters Junction, Inc.
Vice President, Fort Wayne Railroad Historical Society, Inc.

RIVERFRONT WEST 
JULY 2021



FORMER NICKEL PLATE RAILROAD YARD
OSAGE & BURGESS STREET IN THE NEBRASKA NEIGHBORHOOD



HISTORY

HISTORYHISTORY



Shaped by dozens of mills, packing plants, 

distribution centers, and transportation corridors – 

including the origin of the Wabash and Erie canal 

and the intersection of four separate rail lines – the 

Nebraska Neighborhood was once home to the 

city's streetcars and the massive railyard of the 

Nickel Plate Railroad. Even today, the Nebraska 

Neighborhood has the largest concentration of 

railroad-owned property in the entire city. Most of 

it is vacant.  

THE NEBRASKA NEIGHBORHOOD



Once upon a time, Fort Wayne was a builder 

of railroads, locomotives, and freight cars. 

One railroad terminal covered ten city blocks 

and lightning-fast passenger trains were the 

norm. A resident could reach any city in the 

country using Fort Wayne’s interurbans or 

aboard six different railroad lines and over 

3,000 people a day used Baker Street Station 

(left.) The railroads and their iron horses 

championed a time and place that represented 

shared purpose, common destinations, and 

a sense of community and connectivity.  

  

A CITY ON THE MOVE



Fort Wayne's railroad legends have become part of 

the billion-dollar rail tourism industry. For nearly 50 

years, the city's restored and operating locomotives 

– one of which is a National Historic Landmark – 

and annual programs, events, and train rides attract 

thousands of visitors from all 50 states and six 

countries. Tickets for these events sell out in hours. 

These attractions transcend every demographic 

and background. Simply put, our trains are lightning 

in a bottle.

Despite their immense draw and sustained 

operations, these one-of-a-kind icons and 

attractions lack a permanent and meaningful home 

where they can truly be enjoyed and benefit their 

hometown – until now. 

It's time to bring the lightning to our downtown.

TIME MACHINES



The beating heart of Riverfront West is the Railyard –  a 

mixed-use cultural and tourism attraction centered around a 

railyard park, roundhouse, and tourist railroad. The interactive 

park will feature operating vintage trains and a hands-on 

interpretive facility and will host entertaining and educational 

events, activities, and programming throughout the year. 

As Riverfront Fort Wayne’s largest attraction, the Railyard 

will attract more than 120,000 visitors a year. It will be a 

homecoming for the city's world-famous Nickel Plate Road 

steam locomotive No. 765 – which originally operated out of 

the Nebraska Neighborhood railroad yard in the late 1940s.

The Railyard is poised to not only breathe life into the immediate 

area but to connect the neighborhood to the Riverfront and 

beyond.

INTRODUCING
THE RAILYARD



Just as one need not be a baseball fan 

to enjoy an evening at Parkview Field, 

one must not be a student of history or 

enthusiast to enjoy a day at the Railyard. 

With its colorful and romantic setting a 

backdrop for recreation, tourism, and civic 

life, its sensory and theatrical attributes 

will make the Railyard a destination 

that appeals to everyone all year long. 

On any given day at the Railyard, 

visitors can stroll through an expanded 

Farmers Market, sit in on an outdoor 

Philharmonic concert, ride the Ales & 

Rails wine and beer train, board the 

Santa Train with their family, or enjoy an 

afternoon at the Hot Chocolate Festival. 

At the Railyard, it's not about trains – it's 

about creating experiences. Let's take a tour!



THE RAILYARD AT A GLANCE



AROUND
   YARDt

Located at Osage and Burgress Street, this landscaped, linear 

experience will include a plaza, open spaces, walkways, trails, 

green space, atmospheric lighting, a playground, and other 

park features blended with the workings of a heritage railyard. 

Historically inspired railroad structures and signals will serve as 

both decorative and educational exhibits which will complement 

the overall attraction. You'll even be able to enjoy a stay  

overnight in a bed and breakfast aboard an authentic first-class 

1940s Pullman car. This will be a romantic, sensory-filled place to 

spend an hour or a day.





The Roundhouse is a semi-circular railroad facility that houses 

The Interpretive Center, a mixed-use venue that contains 

exhibits and attractions in a curated environment that can host 

public and private events of all kinds. In The Back Shop, you're 

instantly transported back to Fort Wayne in the 1940s where 

an immersive, working restoration area features the main 

attractions of The Railyard – maybe you'll even learn to rivet, 

weld, or operate a locomotive along the way! Next, take a spin 

on The Turntable at an attraction that is not only alive – but 

larger than life.

AROUND
   HOUSEt



AVENUE
   THE RIVERz

The Railyard will improve neighborhood aesthetics, 

connectivity, and sense of place while complimenting new 

and future development. A tourist railroad line to future 

phases of the Riverfront District will encourage passengers to 

visit Promenade Park, the Historic Wells Street Corridor, and 

beyond. The design and implementation of the railroad line 

will be seamlessly integrated and safely operated in harmony 

with the surroundings, offering a pleasing and entertaining 

experience to pedestrians, trail users, and passengers alike.



SACRAMENTO RIVERWALK



BEYOND
    YARDt

Conversations with corporate partner Norfolk Southern indicate 

a willingness to sell a four-mile industrial railroad spur (yellow 

dashed line, at right) connected to The Railyard, which would 

greatly expand the reach and duration of the train rides that 

depart the Nebraska Neighborhood.

While a longer-term part of the vision, it is important to highlight 

that while The Railyard will on its own act as a destination 

attraction, the acquisition of this railroad line will ultimately enable 

its connection to West Franke Park and the Fort Wayne Children's 

Zoo. In less than 10 minutes, a family can easily board a streetcar 

or tourist train at the Zoo and arrive at Historic West Main Street 

or the Riverfront, without worrying about traffic or parking, 

encouraging a pedestrian-friendly method of experiencing 

Fort Wayne. The possibilities inherent in Connecting Northeast 

Indiana's most popular attraction with Riverfront West and 

The Railyard cannot be understated.

STATE STREET

COLISEUM BLVD

469

SPRING STREET

BURGESS STREET

DOWNTOWN

ZOO
GOSHEN BLVD 

PROMENADE PARK

ST. FRANCIS 
CAMPUS

POTENTIAL ZOO CONNECTION

NORFOLK SOUTHERN

GRAND RAPIDS & INDIANA LINE

RAILYARD LINE 
EXPANSION



According to a feasibility study conducted 

in 2016,  preliminary economic impact 

projection is between $63.5 and $65.8 

million, with job impacts of between 1,855 

and 1,939, including construction efforts. The 

construction alone is projected to be a $15 

million project within the community, which 

in itself creates substantial local economic 

impact. Most importantly, the ongoing impact 

is formed by the projection of a long-term 

operating budget for the site – including on-

site train operations and special event costs.

To date, Railyard advocates have secured the 

donation of a historic railroad turntable, signed 

agreements to host an interurban streetcar 

native to Fort Wayne and the collection and 

programs of the Fort Wayne Railroad Historical 

Society, and have netted over one million 

dollars in grants and donations specifically 

raised for equipment acquisition and 

preservation efforts that will all ultimately serve 

The Railyard. We have so many of the pieces 

already – we just need to put them into play.

STREETCAR IN GLENDALE, CA

SANTA TRAIN PASSENGERS IN NEW HAVEN, INDIANA



Here is a bird's eye view of Riverfront West and the future 

of the Nebraska Neighborhood: The Railyard anchors the 

western edge of Riverfront development with the roundhouse, 

interpretive center, and railyard park (A, B, C & E) and features 

flexible, non-invasive parking large enough for large-scale 

events and intimate gatherings (D). A bed and breakfast or 

retail development will transform vacant lots (F). Vacant or 

blighted properties can be redeveloped for signage and 

gateway enhancements and retail development (G) and a 

trail traverses the railyard to connect the nearby University 

of Saint Francis to the Rivergreenway (I), where a boat dock 

treats visitors to a tour of riverfront amenities (J). In the future, 

contingent on development and/or relocation of nearby 

levees, a streetcar line connects to later phases of Riverfront. 

Streetscape and neighborhood improvements will join the 

development in adding character and sense of place, and 

used-car lots can be transformed for signage and frontage (K). 

This rendering is only the beginning.



THIS CROWD COULD BE BE ENJOYING AN 
EVENING AT RIVERFRONT FORT WAYNE.



A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF THE RAILYARD

The Railyard will be open year-round and patronage 
and will welcome thousands of visitors each year, all 
year. What follows is just a summary of the programs and 
operations. Imagine a trip to the Zoo, but interacting with 
some of the largest animals in the world – locomotives!

General Admission includes access to the interpretive 
facility, displays, and a rotating gallery of exhibits and 
attractions. Permanent exhibits will include a full-scale, 
interactive locomotive demonstrator, interactive exhibits 
showcasing Fort Wayne railroad history, locomotive design 
lab, and more. Special consideration will also be given to 
sensory-friendly exhibits and activities. This portion of the 
roundhouse will also be used for special occasions such 
as weddings, conventions, meetings, and private events. 

Roundhouse Tours will include a behind-the-scenes look 
at restoration projects in The Backshop and offer curated 
experiences for visitors of any age. This portion of the 
roundhouse will also be used for demonstrations, classroom 
and apprentice work, and hands-on educational programs 
such as Railcamp, where high-schoolers will get their first 
hands on exposure to rail and technology-related skills.

Train Rides will offer experiences on historic cabooses 
and passenger cars, pulled by steam or diesel locomotives 
or a genuine streetcar. Rides will often be themed to 
coincide with holidays and local events. Typical train 
consists will comprise of a streetcar, or one locomotive 
and 2-3 cars, with some special events and seasonal 
events requiring more capacity. The duration and route 
of these rides is planned to expand through the years.

Throttle Time will be hosted periodically throughout 
the season, visitors can purchase a special experience 
that allows them to operate a steam or diesel 
locomotive for an hour. Throttle Time will most 
likely take place within the Railyard complex. 

STEM & Educational Programs will provide an excellent 
opportunity for tradespeople and students alike to 
learn about railroad operations and mechanical skills, 
including wood-working, welding, fabrication, pipe 
fitting, mechanical engineering, and design. Field 
trips, educational collaborations, clinics and training 
programs will make these skills applicable for visitors 
of any age. The Railyard will be a living classroom.



A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF THE RAILYARD

Special events include broader community-focused 
occasions, including those that tie into existing 
community happenings such as the Three Rivers 
Festival and annual holidays, which will feature 
operations such as the Easter Bunny Train and the 
Santa Train, among others. Other events include:

Night at the Railyard - The Railyard comes alive at 
night with special train rides, theatrical effects, lighting, 
re-enactors, musical acts, and interactive displays
 
Symphony Night - The Fort Wayne Philharmonic performs 
a concert series at the Railyard or inside the Roundhouse
 
Farmers Market - an expansion of the 
West Main Street Farmers Market
 
Hot Chocolate Festival - a seasonal event 
with local vendors and food trucks
 
Ales & Rails - a seasonal event with local 
vendors, breweries, and distilleries
 
Civil War Weekend - Historic Fort Wayne Civil 
War Days will connect visitors to area history with 
special visiting equipment and re-enactors

USO Weekend - visitors can interact with WWII re-
enactors, visiting military equipment, and attend 
a formal 1940s-themed dance as the Roundhouse 
becomes a USO Canteen, honoring Fort Wayne’s 
role as a stop for troop trains during WWII

Fall Festival - a seasonal event with local vendors 
and the operation of the Pumpkin Train

This is just a selection – events and activities 
are planned for all 12 months of the year.

RIVERFRONT TRAIN, KNOXVILLE TN



“ Big, bold, and 
transformational, this 
project has a high level 
of community support, 
fits within existing 
community plans, and 
has catalytic potential."
  Legacy Fort Wayne, Riverfront Champion Team



MAKING t CASE

MAKING 
THE CASE



"This project has considerable community support 
and would provide an attraction for tourists and 
residents. We believe it will become a vibrant, regional 
destination that celebrates our heritage and becomes 
an important economic driver for our City." 
- Nancy Townsend, City of Fort Wayne

“Without a doubt this project will have a positive 
impact on not only the Nebraska Neighborhood, 
but our entire community. We truly see this as an 
opportunity to make Fort Wayne a destination city.”  
- Chris Shatto, Nebraska Neighborhood Association

"This attraction will serve Allen County and bring 
visitors from all over the region and country, providing 
and annual economic boost to the community, add 
to our community's character and quality of place, 
while complementing our best-in-class amenities." 
- John Urbahns, President/CEO, Greater Fort Wayne

“This project would be a nod to Fort Wayne's 
train history and showcase a unique, authentic 
asset. That's what visitors want in their tourism 
experiences: an interactive, dynamic experience," 
- Visit Fort Wayne, Convention and Visitors Bureau

“This effort offers the 'wow' factor that's needed in 
riverfront's next phases and is likely to serve as an 
economic engine every bit as mighty as the vintage 
steam locomotive that will serve as its centerpiece. 
Northeast Indiana might finally have an attraction 
as iconic as San Antonio’s River Walk and as family-
friendly as a water park. Best of all, it could have an 
attraction unique to the region and true to northeast 
Indiana’s rich history.” - Fort Wayne Journal Gazette

“What our students would experience would be nothing 
short of amazing. Our community would be much better 
served if these offerings were readily available to area 
schools. The city will be able to offer its residents and 
visitors a unique glimpse into the past but with a decidedly 
cool, modern approach to experiencing our heritage."
- Chris Dodds, Educator, Pine Hill Country Day School

“This is a unique and seldom opportunity to immortalize an 
iconic piece of Fort Wayne history for generations to come 
in an innovative space designed for immersive experiences. 
It has the potential to ignite an entertainment renaissance 
in the Nebraksa Neighborhood. I truly feel it will be one of 
the greatest additions to the neighborhood in its history.” 
- Jim Geyer, Power Component Corporation, 
1936 West Main Street

WHY SHOULD YOU 
GET ON BOARD?



• City of Fort Wayne *
• Nebraska Neighborhood Association *
• Northeast Indiana Regional Partnership
• Greater Fort Wayne
• Riverfront Fort Wayne *
• Visit Fort Wayne
• Road to One Million Plan (2015)
• Riverfront Conceptual Plan (2015)
• Fort Wayne Community Foundation
• Fort Wayne Railroad Historical Society*
• Hoosier Heartland Trolley Company*
• Three Rivers Railroad Heritage Council
• Steel Dynamics *
• Hagerman Construction *
• Design Collaborative *
• Schust Foundation
• Riverfront Development Champion Team
• Legacy Fort Wayne

• Wells Street Historic Corridor
• Fort Wayne Trails
• Friends of the Rivers
• SWA Group
• The Journal Gazette
• Journal Gazette Foundation
• Friends of the Parks
• Bloomingdale Neighborhood Association
• Northside Neighborhood Association
• Northwest Area Partnership
• Pine Hill Country Day School
• Fort Wayne Outfitters and Bike Depot
• One Lucky Guitar
• Ferguson Advertising
• Railway Heritage Initiative
• Norfolk Southern *
• West Plains Mining *
• National Rail Consulting Group *

WHO IS ALREADY  
ON BOARD?

* denotes project partner



This is no doubt a critical time for this project. In 2020, 
we secured an agreement with the City of Fort Wayne 
to develop this site. In just the same way Parkview 
Field transformed the Baker and Brackenridge Street 
area, The Railyard is destined to do the same, 
but it needs that final push toward inevitability.

While The Railyard has endured a long gestation 
period, it has likewise earned its stripes. You've read the 
endorsements, you know the supporting organizations, 
you've seen it glimpsed in the Riverfront Conceptual Plan 
and the Road to One Million Plan. It has raised over a million 
dollars for studies, design, and preservation efforts thus far. 
It's time to move some dirt and the READI can be "first-in."

It is hard to think of a grassroots, community-born 
plan that is more authentic and more vetted, or as 
filled with "catalytic potential" than this one. That's 
what Legacy Fort Wayne and the City of Fort Wayne 
determined as far back as 2012. For years, citizens 
have anxiously wondered when and where the effort 
will break ground. It's time to joyously answer them. 

With READI funding, Riverfront West will 
immediately move to execute the following:

- Acquire the 11-acre railyard site 

- fund a robust neighborhood 
enhancement plan

- Begin rail infrastructure 
installation and site improvements

- Launch a public fundraising campaign 
and leverage the READI investment 

- Finalize engineering and 
construction plans 

- Engage the private sector for 
investment in the neighborhood

- Work with Norfolk Southern to 
acquire their four-mile industrial spur 
and other vacant railroad properties 
for neighborhood development

WHAT WILL 5 MILLION FROM 
READI ACCOMPLISH?



RAILYARD PLATFORM & TOURIST TRAIN, STRASBURG PA



“ The potential 
Headwaters Junction 
has to become a 
catalyst for tourism, 
an engine for economic 
development, and a 
spark for the overall 
livability of Fort 
Wayne is enormous.
  Jim Wrinn 
  Editor, TRAINS Magazine



CAPITAL 
BUDGET

CAPITAL BUDGET



USES

Land Acquisition $650,000
Land Improvements 400,000
Rail Construction 3,200,000
Roundhouse Construction         9,000,000
Turntable                                       500,000
Displays, Exhibits & Signage 1,000,000
Equipment Acquistion 500,000
Operations/Fees/Marketing 500,000

    Total $15,700,000

SOURCE OF FUNDS

READI Funding $5,000,000
Title Sponsor 4,000,000
Roundhouse Sponsor 3,000,000
Fort Wayne Legacy Fund 1,000,000
Community and Individual Support 1,350,000 
Foundation Support 1,000,000
     
Total $15,700,000

THE RAILYARD
Using the budget and approach for Fort Wayne's recently constructed 20-million dollar Promenade Park as a 

guide, we believe The Railyard can be constructed and completed for $15,700,000 using a combination of 

grants, sponsorships, naming rights, and foundation and community support. 



A FAMILY AWAITS FORT WAYNE'S TRAIN IN ALTOONA, PA



OPERATING BUDGET

OPERATING 
BUDGET



OPERATING BUDGET

As of July 2021

Based upon information from the Stone Consulting report and discussions with other comparable attractions, 

the attached is a reasonable projection of annual revenue and expenses after full development. The Railyard 

will operate as a non-profit entity. 

REVENUE PROJECTED

Tourist Train Operations $   998,350
Admissions 439,950
Additional Income 387,800

Total $1,826,100

Net Income $229,933.00

OPERATING EXPENSES PROJECTED

Salaries and Wages $  530,000
Depreciation 266,667
Merchandise  125,000
Utilities 115,000
Fuel  108,000
Insurance 100,000
Maintenance  90,000
Repair and Restorations  65,000
Advertising/Marketing 60,000
Supplies  50,000
Miscellaneous  50,000
Fees to FWRHS  36,500

    Total $1,596,167

ESTIMATED P&L FOR THE RAILYARD



ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

ECONOMIC
ANALYSIS



FEASIBILITY
OVERVIEW

PRELIMINARY
ECONOMIC

IMPACT
PROJECTION million

$63.5-
  65.8

TOTAL ESTIMATED 
CONSTRUCTION 

COSTS million
$15.7

ESTIMATED  
ANNUAL INCOME million

$1.8

jobs



In 2016, Stone Consulting, Inc. was hired to 

perform an independent analysis of The Railyard 

project (initially dubbed Headwaters Junction) for 

attendance, feasibility and initial economic impacts. 

This included estimating construction costs, annual 

operating budget and projected visitation. 

The Railyard project is similar in many respects to seven 

existing railroad attractions within the U.S. that have 

been operating successfully for many years and can 

offer direct insights to cost, visitation, operating budget, 

organization and regional/national prominence. Financial 

information provided by those institutions, and filed 

IRS 990 statements, were used to prepare summaries 

and validate experience with Fort Wayne projections.

FORT WAYNE'S TRAIN IN ALMA, MICHIGAN

FORT WAYNE'S TRAIN IN CANTON, OHIO



With that information, and a review of the projected 

site development and size, The Railyard is 

projected to be a multi-million dollar construction 

project within the community. Construction itself 

creates substantial local economic impact, but 

the ongoing impact is formed by the projection 

of a 1.8 million per year operating budget for 

the site – including on-site train operations and 

special event costs. In addition, acquistion of 

the nearby industrial railroad line represents an 

incredible expansion opportunity that will not only 

drive tourism, but also stands to create additional 

business development along the railroad line itself.

FORT WAYNE'S TRAIN IN WEST LAFAYETTE, IN

PASSENGERS ABOARD FORT WAYNE'S TRAIN IN ST. LOUIS, MO



Stone Consulting, Inc. was requested to perform an 

independent analysis of the Fort Wayne Headwaters 

Junction project for attendance, feasibility and initial 

economic impacts. This included estimating construction 

costs, annual operating budget and projected visitation. 

FORT WAYNE'S TRAIN IN ROCKY RIVER, OHIO



Existing Fort Wayne attractions such as the zoo and the ballpark were 
researched to gauge the existing visitor reactions to quality events and 
attractions; Fort Wayne generally holds a stronger-than-average event 
attendance to population ratio than many comparable major cities. 

Attraction attendance is considered in two separate approaches 
– one, where The Railyard is a relatively stand-alone attraction 
prior to the full development of the entire Railyard project – and is 
comparable to existing railroad attractions that have little leverage 
beyond their doorstep with a likelihood of 60,000 annual visitors. 
The second projection is with a full build-out of the entire Railyard 
project as envisioned, where railroad attraction attendance is just one 
of many draws of the entire site and can be seen with attendance of 
125,000-146,000 annual visitors, depending on the ability to capture 
all potential interest and attendance groups within Fort Wayne. 

The bottom line of this preliminary economic impact projection 
based on RIMS II EDA analysis standards is for total dollar impact of 
the Railyard project –based on attendance – of between $63.5 and 
65.8 million, and job impacts of between 1,855 and 1,939, including 
construction efforts. This is a significant regional and local impact.

This study included review of the suggested site for design 
criteria/ track geometry, projected costs of construction including 
off-site track improvements. In addition, Stone Consulting 
performed an in-depth investigation of similar operating railroad 
attractions nationwide, focusing on existing attendance, operating 
budgets, organizational structure and financial status. 

VISITOR AND OPERATING BUDGET PROJECTIONS 
What’s actually comparable to Fort Wayne? 
Several key factors identify and distinguish the 
Fort Wayne proposed site and operation – 
for what is and what isn't comparable – to assist 
in validating economic projections:

1. Part of a larger downtown project. The attraction is not in an 
isolated greenfield away from population, but is part of an 
extensive downtown redevelopment project, and will benefit 
from non-related attractions and create its own interest.

2. It is more closely related to an operating museum than 
an excursion railroad site. While some operating track 
is planned, it is more closely related to a demonstration 
railroad than an excursion. A train can move a limited 
distance, but it will be at low speed through a residential/
commercial /industrial district with no scenery to speak of.

ECONOMIC IMPACT ANALYSIS



3. Growth of the site is limited by several factors, but acquistion of additional 
railroad lines nearby and the ability to develop vacant lots across the street 
mean there is an opportunity for long-term flexibility and growth.

What makes Fort Wayne unique is that the central character of the exhibition – Nickel 
Plate Road steam locomotive no. 765 – is as well known as a railroad celebrity in the 
United States – having traveled the entire eastern half of the country since the 1980s. 
Nearly anyone with any interest in steam railroading knows about the locomotive. But at 
its home base of Fort Wayne, it is essentially in a hermit existence away from the public 
eye as it's kept in an industrial park on the extreme east side of Allen County. Glimpses 
of the locomotive by the majority of the public are first-hand experiences of it passing 
– usually at speed – a moment not to be repeated again, if ever, in their lifetime. 

THE FORT WAYNE MARKET 
This project will not operate in a vacuum as a stand-alone attraction. As part of 
Riverfront Development, it will complement, rather than necessarily dominate 
the experience. Within Fort Wayne, it is not entirely necessary to project 
attraction volumes as to document some significant existing trends.

The Fort Wayne Children’s Zoo, north of the proposed rail attraction, has outstanding 
attendance for its size. “The Fort Wayne Children’s Zoo experienced its third-highest 
yearly attendance ever in 2014 with a total of 545,563 guests. This figure includes 520,613 
people who visited during the regular zoo season of April 26-October 12, and 24,950 who 
visited during the Wild Zoo Halloween in 2014. Attendance in 2014 was just 337 people 
shy of the zoo’s second-highest yearly attendance of 545,900 in 2013. The zoo’s all-time 
attendance record is 614,666, set in 2009 when the African Journey exhibit first opened.”1 

1.  http://www.kidszoo.org/2014-attendance-is-third-highest-ever/ 

CHRISTMAS TRAIN IN GAITLINBURG, TN

WHEELCHAIR LIFT IN USE ON A  TOURIST RAILROAD



Primary metro market zoos in the United States often exceed one 
million annual visits, including Indianapolis.2 Fort Wayne’s population 
of roughly 250,000 and Allen County’s population of 363,000 would 
indicate that its visitation basis compared against local population 
is actually significantly higher than Indianapolis, indicating not only 
quality, but the ability to draw beyond the local county boundary. 
Zoo attendance is a reasonably good leading indicator of railroad 
attraction interest, as both market to essentially the same family 
groups and depend on events to develop repeat annual visits. 

In addition to the zoo as a ‘driver’ to document existing activity, 
attendance at Science Central averages 145,000 per year3, and 
the Grand Wayne Convention Center averages 220,000 visitors.4 
The local minor league baseball team averages more than 5,000 
attendees per game, with an annual attendance of 400,000.5 

Overall, the existing family attraction/museum market in the 
Fort Wayne area – compared to other proposed rail theme attractions 
– is strong on an existing, let alone a projected, basis. The ability 
of the community to support sufficient interest and visitation for 
critical mass appears viable when similar visitation and attendance 
statistics can be contrasted to existing railroad attraction locations. 

COMPARABLE RAILROAD ATTRACTIONS AND MUSEUMS 
The proposal to relocate and construct the ‘new’ Museum of 
the American Railroad (MARR) in Frisco, TX, was prefaced by 
a diligent market and feasibility study of its own. The existing 
and constricted site in downtown Dallas (Fairgrounds) out to the 
suburban city of Frisco required a detailed planning effort for such 
a costly and risky undertaking, including studying similar sites. 

That study identified the ‘top 7’ railroad museums that were:

• Altoona Railroaders Memorial Museum, Altoona, PA

• B & O Railroad Museum, Baltimore, MD

• California State Railroad Museum, Sacramento, CA

• Museum of Transportation, St. Louis, MO

• North Carolina Transportation Museum, at 
Historic Spencer Shops, Spencer, NC

• Steamtown National Historic Site, National 
Park Service, Scranton, PA

• Virginia Museum of Transportation, Roanoke, VA

• National Railroad Museum, Green Bay, WI

What makes this study worthy of specific comparison to Fort Wayne 
is that the relocation of the museum from Dallas to Frisco deliberately 
involved locating the new railroad museum on a site that was 
not available for on-site excursions, was physically limited in size 
and relied on the museum itself to generate visitation. The seven 
comparables chosen have specific characteristics that are common 
not only to the MAR’s strategic plan, but also to Fort Wayne. 

2. http://www.wishtv.com/2015/01/07/indianapolis-zoo-breaks-attendance-records-in-2014/ 
3. http://www.sciencecentral.org/about-us/2013-01-10-13-14-28/fact-sheet 
4. http://www.journalgazette.net/business/Grand-Wayne-30-years-old-4732652 
5. http://www.milb.com/news/article.jsp?ymd=20150908&content_id=148076202&fext=.jsp&vkey=news_t584&sid=t584



Each of the ‘top 7’ identified in the MAR report have environmental 
and market factors that are unique, and certain elements of 
commonality to Fort Wayne. Taken together, some initial conclusions 
can be reached about realistic attendance and attraction statistics.

ALTOONA RAILROADERS MEMORIAL MUSEUM – ALTOONA, PA
The Railroader’s Memorial Museum was built to capitalize on 
the existing attraction of the Horseshoe Curve, just west and 
north of the city, that has been attracting rail tourism by the 
thousands since it was first constructed in the 1850s. 

The actual museum was built downtown, on the site of the former 
master mechanic and test lab site, directly across from the Altoona 
Amtrak station. After initial construction, the museum and station 
were connected by a pedestrian footbridge over the active railroad 
tracks. It is located at the base of the climb to Horseshoe Curve, 
adjacent to a downtown strip mall, and hemmed in on all sides by 
commercial, industrial and rail development. The museum itself 
is a restored, four-story brick PRR structure used for offices, and 
has displays on three floors and office and meeting space on the 
fourth. The grounds have sufficient space for equipment storage and 
display, but not for operations. A turntable has now been constructed 
on-site, as well as a roundhouse to store and restore some of the 
vintage PRR equipment stored there. Their own steam locomotive 
is currently undergoing restoration to join the same excursion/
tourist rail market that Fort Wayne's own no. 765 is a part of. 

While the current Norfolk Southern main line adjacent to the 
museum is very active, the excursion operations of the museum 
are generally limited to a once-a-year fall foliage operation, using 
Amtrak equipment as a special equipment move, operating from the 
Amtrak station to the top of the hill at Gallitzin, and return. These 
excursions have been very popular and sold out whenever operated. 
Amtrak’s equipment availability has been an ongoing issue. 

Altoona is comparable in that it is a museum site that is leveraged 
by an existing location, and attempting to build off an existing 
interest in railroading due to the Curve. The museum’s five-
acre downtown location was intended to assist the economic 
development of the community, but is even more constricted 
than the location in Fort Wayne, and has virtually no potential 
of off-site excursions other than an annual Amtrak excursion 
– which is never a guarantee on a year-to-year basis.

The plan of the museum was to focus on the life of the railroader 
within the historic community, rather than an equipment and 
hardware display. Interior to the museum itself, the displays tend to 
be permanent in nature and are relatively fixed. While the displays 
are very good in quality, the museums’ reputation as ‘saw it once, 
don’t need to go there again’ resulted in high initial visitation and 
has greatly reduced since opening. In response to that, the museum 
has rented out their grounds for a wide variety of central-city 
activities including music concerts. These non-rail activities have 
kept the museum solvent, but also questioned the mission. Recent 
construction of the roundhouse and turntable, along with the relocation 
of their locomotive back to the city, set the path toward a more 
conventional rail equipment focus, but there will be no opportunity 
to show it or anything similar under steam on the existing site. 



Admissions to the related – but not adjacent – Horseshoe 
Curve site remain significantly higher than actual museum site 
attendance and revenue figures (IRS 990 for 2014: $144,500 
vs. $58,927). On-site activities such as concerts continue to be 
conducted to help raise revenue. The 2015 schedule showed six 
music concerts on the site: one of which was a benefit for the 
local hospital and the remaining five for the museum.6 As such, 
the ‘attendance’ numbers on the museum may be significantly 
inflated due to these non-museum concert activities. 

Altoona declares a $1.1 million operating budget, but that 
includes two disconnected sites in Altoona under one common 
management team. While generally comparable, Altoona 
has no operating rail group or on-site operation. Excursion 
operations are on an annual charter basis with Amtrak, when 
equipment can be located and a contract negotiated.

B&O RAILROAD MUSEUM – BALTIMORE, MD 
The B&O Railroad Museum was likely the first ‘railroad museum’ 
in the U.S., and originally started by the railroad itself in 1953 
to preserve and showcase the collection of historic equipment 
preserved in the original Mount Clare roundhouse near the 
original start of the railroad on the downtown Baltimore 
waterfront. The B&O collection includes some of the very oldest 
remaining rail equipment in the U.S. on a historic original site. 

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad opened their private 
collection to the public in 1953, but successor CSX donated 
the museum and endowment to a nonprofit corporation in 
1990. Since then, the B&O Railroad Museum has associated 
itself with the Smithsonian Museum as of 1999. 

The museum has transitioned itself from a static display site to 
a moving attraction operation, with a one-mile demonstration 
track in operation for special events. That has allowed the 
museum to host “Day out with Thomas,” and in 2015, a limited 
“Polar Express” event. The museum claims attendance of 
200,000 per year; ‘ridership’ was not reported to the FRA. 

The filed 990 indicated that significant revenue was due to Thomas 
events, as they are a prime contractor being paid $228,000 in 2014 
against admissions fees (likely including Thomas) of $715,460.

Total revenue for the Museum of $1.76 million was reported against 
operating budget expenses of $2.1 million; this was a significant 
decrease in net income from the previous year due to changes in 
program activities. Asset fund balances of over $24 million remain 
to support such wide fluctuations in activity levels. B&O is one of a 
handful of museums on a significant original railroad historical site 
and in the center of the historic city. In that regard, it is comparable to 
Fort Wayne in that it is a part of the fabric of the inner city, rather than 
a self-standing attraction, and it is also limited in operations by the 
lack of options to have an excursion beyond limited in-city trackage. 

B&O’s primary success, as in others, is linking itself to both 
education and special events. The operating part of the museum 
is primarily for equipment demonstration purposes, although 
it is just barely long enough to host a “Day out with Thomas” 
event. HIT entertainment reports to Stone Consulting that 
Baltimore remains one of their largest sites for hosting events. 

B&O has not done any publicized economic 
impact reports in summary or detail form. 

6.  http://www.railroadcity.com/alive5-concerts/



CALIFORNIA STATE RAILROAD MUSEUM, SACRAMENTO, CA 
The California State Railroad Museum (CSRM) in Sacramento is 
arguably the highest attended railroad attraction in the United States, 
and is frequently referred to in any studies that involve railroad 
attraction feasibility purely due to that visitation factor. It is located 
in the heart of Old Town Sacramento, in a district that has been 
substantially preserved as a State Historic Park and partially recreated, 
going back to the original formation of the city. Sacramento was 
originally an early terminal of the 
Transcontinental Railroad due to its 
ability to link to river passenger and 
freight traffic. With this in mind, it 
is perhaps the best comparison for 
the Railyard project in Fort Wayne.

The railroad museum, while one 
of the premier attractions in the 
district, is just one of many attractions 
within walking distance of an area 
that encompasses approximately 
14 acres. This area includes historic 
buildings dating back to the 
founding of Sacramento, as well as 
historic waterfront property. The 
railroad museum is a major, but not overriding, feature of the site. 
Southeast of the railroad museum is another landmark attraction 
– the original erecting shops of the Central Pacific Railroad, dating 
back to 1869 – and while used by the museum, are not open 
to the public, but used as a storage facility for the museum. 

The equipment displays, and the quality of the restorations, 
are ‘jeweler quality’ and have few equals in the world. 

CSRM’s similarities include the overall community site with the 
railroad attraction as a component, but not a focus. Geographically, 
and from the air, the Fort Wayne concept is equally similar, 
particularly considering the riverfront. Sacramento has a comparable  
population, and also a zoo rather similar to Fort Wayne in size and 
market. Sacramento’s status as a state capitol is also important, 
because it creates an educational destination beyond Old Town. 
The combination of the state capitol, railroad museum and Old 

Town area creates a destination 
attraction for school trips – not just 
from the city region, but across 
the entire state. CSRM’s very high 
attendance leverages this fact, and 
CSRM has also done an exemplary 
job of creating target educational 
programs and paid staff that develop 
curriculum-based presentations 
that fit neatly into the required state 
educational goals by grade level. 

Although Sacramento has 
attendance and operating budget 
figures that are likely higher than 
any other similar site examined, no 

conclusive reports were found that identify the existing or potential 
economic impacts of the museum on the community and the state. 

Despite ongoing budget and funding issues within the state, the 
museum has generally been considered one of the showpieces 
and has evaded much of the public-sector cutbacks that have 
closed other state park facilities in California. CSRM's operations 
and footprint are set to expand as part of the 244-acre Sacamento 



Railyards project, which "will connect with Sacramento’s downtown 
office, retail, tourism, and residential centers and includes future 
dense urban residential neighborhoods, a historic museum, 
a shopping and market district, a medical campus, a soccer 
stadium, pedestrian-oriented streets, shopping and entertainment 
complexes, riverfront access, and high-rise mixed-use buildings."

STEAMTOWN – SCRANTON, PA 
Steamtown, for better or worse, has become a symbol for the 
deliberate attempt to place an operating railroad attraction in a 
downtown city primarily for perceived economic impact benefits 
– and to have it administered and funded by the National Park 
Service. As such, it is somewhat unique, as well as non-comparable, 
but the on-site mix of destination excursions and site shuttles does 
make it similar to the Fort Wayne project in terms of attendance. 
The administration and management concept, however, not only 
make it unique, but far more difficult to compare and evaluate. 

The late U.S. Senator McDade campaigned hard to relocate the 
extensive steam locomotive collection of the late Nelson F. Blount from 
Vermont (where anti-smoke and development ordinances effectively 
stopped excursion operations) to Scranton, PA, on the site of the 
ex-Delaware, Lackawanna & Western locomotive terminal adjacent to 
the historic headquarters of the Railroad - now a downtown hotel. 

The remaining fabric of the Scranton site as a locomotive 
terminal was minimal, and the combined environmental 
remediation of the site and partial reconstruction of the 
roundhouse made for an expensive, and controversial, project 
that still has critics long after construction finished. 

Despite its critics, and the innate difficulty of a federally-managed 
park attraction that cannot legally advertise as an attraction, 

Steamtown continues to have significant attendance, averaging 
at least 80,000-90,000 annually. It’s most popular features – the 
long-distance excursions – have been greatly reduced over the 
last decade, and the difficulty of steam locomotive restoration 
under NPS management left the park without an operating major 
steam locomotive for two years. Steamtown is actually not unique 
within NPS as a railroad site – Promontory Utah (Golden Spike) also 
exists, as well as the Cuyahoga Valley National Recreational Area 
under NPS management, but the Cuyahoga Railroad is operated 
by a separate nonprofit organization within that location. 

The deliberate location of the railroad site within the downtown was 
leveraged by building the “Mall at Steamtown” along with an 1,100-foot 
elevated pedestrian walkway to connect it to the roundhouse and 
interpretive buildings. Steamtown’s irregular steam excursion schedule, 
lack of on-site steam shuttles for several years and institutional 
lack of promotion did not directly assist the downtown connected 
mall as intended; it went into foreclosure and sheriff's sale in 2013-
14. The mall was purchased by John Basalyga for $5.5 million in 
2015 and now is known as Steamtown 300, LLC. The mall is again 
operating and is actively promoting itself aggressively with a new 
2015 pre-Christmas program and appears to be on the rebound.7 

As a federally-funded park, annual capital budgets are generally 
lumped in with operating costs, and Steamtown has multiple 
on-site steam locomotive restoration projects over multi-year 
periods. As such, the operating vs. capital costs are relatively 
impossible to discern without an on-site investigation. 

Despite all this, the 90,000 attendance at a downtown attraction 
away from any other tourist destination areas, with irregular 
diesel-only excursions, does provide a valuable number – as this 
is achieved with little or no national and regional advertising, as 



7. http://www.thetimes-tribune.com/news/business/decor-events-to-reintroduce-shoppers-to-mall-at-steamtown-1.1972054

National Park Service is prohibited from advertising parks as that 
is perceived as competing with the private sector. Associated 
contractors (as the Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad) are not 
similarly restricted, but finding an all-color, glossy brochure of 
Steamtown, or a current web page with current attractions and 
online ticket purchase, are equally difficult to locate. Steamtown 
is promoting the existence of “steam” on the site, as of 2016.

What economic impact does Steamtown and the 
park’s visitors have on the Northeast PA region? 
We recently received our economic impact figures for 2013. We had 
81,176 visitors in 2013, and it is estimated that those visitors spent 
over $4 million in the area while at the park. This spending led to the 
creation of roughly 59 jobs in the area. Overall, the National Park 
Service estimates that for every $1 spent on national parks, there is a 
$10 return on that investment in the surrounding communities. As part 
of the National Park Service, our operating budget is appropriated 
by Congress. Obviously, 2013 was a difficult year in the federal 
government. We had sequestration in the spring, which cut our budget 
by over five percent, and then in October we had the government 
shutdown which reduced our visitation at a key point during the fall 
color season. Both of these things had an impact on our operation.

Debbie Conway, Superintendent

HERITAGE RAIL CORRIDOR IN SACRAMENTO

RIVERFRONT TRAIN RIDE IN KNOXVILLE, TN



CONNECTING AREA ATTRACTIONS
Subsequent to the initial projections, a third scenario developed 
which had significant project impacts: the potential addition of a 
connection to the Fort Wayne Childrenʼs Zoo and the Railyard site, 
utilizing a newly constructed spur from a nearby industrial railroad 
line, which an investor as offered assisstance in acquiring. 

Secondly, additional capital cost adjustments were made in projected 
project costs for building and construction costs, by adjusting the site 
use and footprint of the roundhouse and shop building, relocating 
the parking lot, and adjusting project scope. These capital and 
visitor impacts resulted in a third project economic analysis run. 

VISITOR AND OPERATING BUDGET PROJECTIONS
As mentioned in prior economic impact analysis, the attendance 
to the attraction will be different based upon stand-alone or full-
project impacts. Based on the physical relationships between the 
zoo, and the obvious similar markets between the two, preliminary 
investigation has been done regarding the feasibility of connecting 
the two sites via a trolley. This would be a much smaller and 
narrower footprint than either a streetcar or a conventional railroad, 
and allow joint use of the trail corridor with a rail connector. 

The impact of this potential connector has significant benefits for both 
the Zoo and The Railyard. This physically connects what is already the 
leading family attraction in the region to the entire Railyard project. It 
adds value and interest to both properties. It allows the basic principle 
on a railroad attraction of ‘always have something moving’ to be 
done at a smaller and less expensive scale, on a daily basis without 
necessarily having to literally fire-up a full-sized steam locomotive.

 

ECONOMIC IMPACT CONCLUSIONS



The end result is an increase in maximum projected 
attraction visitation from 125,000 to 147,600 visitors – 
and in this scenario, capacity constraints emerged that 
had to be estimated based upon parking, train and 
streetcar capacity, and other factors that are not yet fully 
known. Given this scenario, there is more room for growth, 
but growth can only be done with sufficient capacity 
to handle peak crowds at limited-time, peak events. 
 
Additionally, the purpose and execution of a heritage 
rail attraction can be done in far more community-
friendly ways than what most people perceive as a 
"railroad corridor." (i.e. a freight railroad line.) Design 
efforts for vintage streetcar and rail projects in St. Louis, 
Kenosha, Tampa and other locations have focused on 
finding ways to build durable track corridors that meet 
railroad and regulatory requirements yet enhance 
the community goals rather than restrict them.

Urban planning criteria can be applied to transit and 
recreational tourist rail corridors, making them a cultural 
resource or local tourism attraction, and the ability of 
the site to draw visitors in mass numbers immediately 
changes that developer perception to more of a 'transit 
oriented development', where developers compete 
to become as close to it as can be accomplished.  
Multiple instances of this have occurred where former 
freight corridors, now involved in recreational/heritage 
railroading rather than either freight or pure transit, 
have actually spurred adjacent development and are 
attractively designed to encourage pedestrian activity.

SANTA CRUZ BOARDWALK TRAIN

FANS OF FORT WAYNE'S TRAIN
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GALVANIZING
     COMMUNITY
As excitement about the project has spread throughout the community, 

we have assembled a strong team which unamiamously supports the vision of Riverfront West.

Rob Young
Vice President of Business 

Development, Hagerman 

Construction

Kelly Lynch
Vice President, Fort Wayne 

Railroad Historical Society, Inc.

Dawn Ritchie
Greenways Manager, 

City of Fort Wayne

Brian Christophel
Associate Merchandise Manager, 

Do it Best Corp., Treasurer, Fort 

Wayne Railroad Historical Society

Rick Samek
Partner, Carson Boxberger 

LLP Chairman, 

Fort Wayne Parks Board

Tom Trent
Partner, Rothberg Law Firm 

Al Moll
Fort Wayne Parks & Recreation 

Director, Retired

Jack Daniel
Architect and Corporate 

Director, MartinRiley

Kelly Disser
Disser Insurance

Dane Boykins
Steel Dynamics, Inc.
Stephanie Veit
Director of Airport Development, 

Airport Authority

Jim Ehlinger
Retired Real Estate Manager, 

OmniSource, LLC

Greg Leatherman
Community Development Director, 

City of Fort Wayne – Retired

Tom Nitza
Past President, Fort Wayne 

Railroad Historical Society

Pam Holocher
Planning Director, City of 

Fort Wayne – Retired

Rick Poinsatte
Vice President & Treasurer, 

Steel Dynamics, Inc.

Kevin Vail
Communications 

Consultant – Retired

Wayne York
Founder, Fort Wayne Railroad 

Historical Society

William Otter
Past President, Fort Wayne 

Railroad Historical Society

Will Woodward
Owner, West Plains Mining



Kelly Lynch, Executive Director 
An award-winning creative professional, placemaking advocate, 
and railroad consultant, Lynch is a Northeast Indiana native 
who chose to stay and make a difference in his community. 

He has served as Vice President of the Fort Wayne Railroad 
Historical Society since 2016 after 11 years as its Communications 
Director. In his volunteer capacity, Lynch has championed the 
Railyard project since 2007 and raised initial funding for its 
marketing and feasibility studies. In 2006, he was named one 
of the Under-35 Leaders in the Railroad Industry. Lynch was a 
consultant for Riverfront Fort Wayne and Riverworks Design Group, 
the agency that developed Fort Wayne's Promenade Park.

In addition, Lynch has worked for various short line and Class 1 
railroads including the Ohio Central Railroad, RJ Corman Railroad 
Group, and as contractor for CSX, Norfolk Southern, Metra, South 
Central Florida Express, Inc., among others. As Director of Special 
Projects for two respected railroad mechanical and consulting firms, 
Lynch specializes in marketing, logistics, consulting, and historic 
preservation, short line railroad operation, and tourist train operation.

Rob Young - Vice President of Business 
Development, Hagerman Construction
Role: Vice President, Headwaters Junction, Inc.
As the past President of the Fort Wayne-Allen County 
Economic Development Alliance and former President 
& CEO of the Battle Creek Area (Michigan) Chamber of 
Commerce, Young has worked in economic development 
and the construction industry for over 20 years.

Will Woodward - President, West Plains Mining, Inc.
Role: Investor & Advisor 
As President and co-owner of West Plains Mining in 
Wabash, Indiana, Woodward has been in the mining and 
railroad industries for over 25 years and has an MBA in 
Business Administration from Butler University. 

Woodward recently completed construction of three 
miles of railroad to expedite aggregate from Ketner Creek 
Mine in unit trains operated over Norfolk Southern and 
Watco between Wabash and South Bend, Indiana. 

A business leader in Northeast Indiana and rail preservation 
advocate, Woodward has offered to personally invest 
in the acquisition of the nearby railroad line..

LEADERSHIP TEAM

AKRON, OHIO



RENDERINGS & 
PRECEDENTS

LOCATION



The Railyard is envisioned  
with several principles in mind:

 ♦ The variety, uniqueness and value of the visitor experience is key. This is not a static museum.

 ♦ The industrial heritage of Fort Wayne and the architecture of 20th century railroading tells a story.

 ♦ An “industry/machine in a garden” approach is encouraged.

 ♦ Design should help visitors discover moments or places.

 ♦ Spaces should have dual functions.

 ♦ Natural and artificial lighting should enhance the attraction’s theatrical and aesthetic appeal.

 ♦ Visitors should be able to “go back in time” in the spaces, but also have unique, modern experiences. 
While integration with mixed-use features is important, visitors should be able to “get lost.”

 ♦ A year-round calendar of events will offer something for everyone, as well as provide sustainable  
revenue through a variety of operations and events.

 ♦ Railroad related activities can be the central attraction, but also act as a thematic backdrop to other activities.

 ♦ The practical functionality of a working rail yard and railroad infrastructure must be considered in harmony 
with the quality of a visitor’s experience.



TORONTO ROUNDHOUSE PARK



NICKEL PLATE RAILYARDS IN 1949
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RIVERFRONT WEST
CONTACT: KELLY LYNCH, 260-466-2766 • LYNCH@FWRHS.ORG







Project Cost/Budget – Construction Projects (if applicable)
Description Cost – Fiscal Year 2021 Cost – Fiscal Year 2022 Cost – Fiscal Year 2023 Cost – Fiscal Year 2024

Acquisition/Rights-of-Way Expense $650,000.00 $ $
Design/Inspection Expense $250,000.00 $250,000.00 $
Legal/Financial Expense $225,000.00 $200,000.00 $
Infrastructure Construction Cost $3,700,000.00 $
Building Construction Cost $5,000,000.00 $5,000,000.00
Other Construction Costs $400,000.00 $1,500,000.00

Total Project Cost 
(all fiscal years)

$15,700,000.00

Project Cost/Budget – Programs (if applicable)
Description Cost – Fiscal Year 2021 Cost – Fiscal Year 2022 Cost – Fiscal Year 2023 Cost – Fiscal Year 2024

$ $ $ $

$ $ $ $
$ $ $ $
$ $ $ $
$ $ $ $

Total Project Cost 
(all fiscal years)

Funding Source

Description Cost – Fiscal Year 2021 Cost – Fiscal Year 2022 Cost – Fiscal Year 2023 Cost – Fiscal Year 2024
Private/Philanthropic Funds $ $5,500,000.00 $3,500,000.00 $
Local Government Funds $ $1,000,000.00 $
Other Funds $3,000,000.00 (READI) $2,700,000.00 $

Total Project Cost 
(all fiscal years)

$15,700,000.00


